
Class Report
By Claudia Pepin, Showcase Displays

Millie's Display Class - May 16, 2015

Lisa Johnson from adept 56 kicked off the event by showing us all the mid-year pieces. 
There are really nice pieces with Christmas music chips, new Frozen pieces, a new 
North Pole piece feature a new licensed product with Hasbro for the Easy Bake Oven. 
Real cute!! There's a lot more so check them out at www.department56.com 

The new pieces should come in September but you can pre-order with Millie's to make 
sure you get yours. Here's a couple of photos of the new pieces: 



Stephen then came up and first shows us his new hockey jersey with his number...#56! 
When you are addicted to D56, this stuff happens :) 

The topic of the class is simulated water features. We look at 5 ways to make them: 

#1: Dept. 56 water pieces: they looks very nice. Downside is they are made only in 
straight or  curved pieces so there is limitation in the shape of your water feature. If you 
don't want to build them into foam, you can put it on a shaper sheets to make hills on 
each side of the pieces. Here's an example of a piece: 

!  

#2: Mats and material rolls: Good way to make a quick skating rink. Mats are good for 
making an edge water piece: ocean, beach, lake, etc. But choices are limited. 

Here's an example of a roll made by Lemax. These 
can be cut with scissors and you can use Dept 56 
Fresh Fallen Snow or Woodland Scenics snow to 
border it. It is quick and easy and not messy to do. 

#3: Hard surfaces with transparency: plexiglass, when lit up, it looks realistic and can be 
made frosty with a spray, and some plexiglass comes frosted. Great for North Pole 
display. Here's an example: 

The plexiglass is cut and embedded into foam then 
snow is put around the edges. There is a cavity 
underneath to put a light bulb. 



You can also use a plastic lens for fluorescent light boxes, with a color bulb or colored 
construction paper and a white bulb. That is how this example from Dept 56 was made: 

#4: Movable ponds: these are self-contained pieces that are not attached to your 
display. Stephen uses thin wood then birders it with Woodland Scenics Flex Paste as a 
barrier for the simulated water (Realistic Water from Woodland Scenics) doesn't fall off 
the edge. 

Stephen uses a non-stick mat as a work 
area so the white Flex Paste doesn't stick to 
the bottom surface, then when it is dry he 
paints the pond and edge if needed and the 
Realistic Water on top. 
Below is a finished example of  Halloween 
pond. 

!  



#5: Realistic water features: These are similar to the moveable ponds but permanent in 
your display.  Once your foam is painted (use darker colors to simulate deep areas), you 
just pour the Realistic Water is thin layers and let it dry, letting it dry 24 hours between 
each application. The you can add snow to make it look frosty, twigs, rocks, etc., to give 
it a realistic look. Here are the two examples he made for the class: 

These two models where painted with Liquitex spray paint but acrylic paints work 
too.The waterfall is made with Woodland Scenic Water Effect, then painted a bit to fit 
the theme. Here are a couple more examples of past water features Stephen made: 



 
Sometimes all you need is a small simple water feature to enhance the display! 

We hope you enjoyed the class and this report, and that we will see you next class, which will 
be July 18. Visit the Millie's calendar of events as more information and future classes dates will 
be posted there. Here is the link: http://www.millieshallmark.com/current-events/

Thank you!
Claudia

http://www.millieshallmark.com/current-events/

